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For the notion of øakti the period around early thirtees seems to be crucial with
the publication of his øakti or Divine Power in 1934. S.K. Das1 was perhaps the first
modern scholar to draw the attention of Indian academy to the inspirational role the
Vedic literature played in shaping the notion of øakti as a definitional concept of the
Kashmir øaivism. More or less synchronously, K.C. Pandey2 pointed out to the
inadequacy of hitherto explanations of Rasa-experience and looked upon the øakti
category as offering a coherent metaphysical rationalization of the aesthetic
experience on an entirely different note. The celebrated Hindi poet Prasad3 in his
great epic kàmàyanã and insightful essays visualized the underlying joy and beauty
on the one hand and a resolute potent will to assert identity on the other as
characterizing the entire Indian speculation and creativity-- ànandavàda and àtmavàda
or pauruùavàdaÝ both rooted in the seminal structure of value so forcefully
articulated in the notion of øakti by the Kashmir øaivists.
Towards 1963, Potter4 came up with his famous paradigm of Freedom from and
Freedom to offering an entirely new perspective to our understanding of the notion of
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øakti or Divine Power (A Historical Study Based on Original Sanskrit Texts), by Sudhendu Kumar Das.
Das carried his researches during 1923-25 at the School of Oriental Studies, London under L.D.
Barnett whose English translation of the Paramàrthasàra appeared in 1910.
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Abhinavagupta: An Historical and Philosophical Study and Comparative Aesthetics, Vol. 1: Indian.
Pandey's studies were initially intended to focus primarily on Abhinavagupta as an aesthetician, the
philosophical studies being essentially preparatory. Later on, other aspects became equally
important.
3
In fact Jai Shanker Prasad's whole literature is surcharged with this insight. Of all his works, the
Kàmàyani is a poetic reconstruction of the philosophical ethos of Kashmir øaivism. His brief but
thoughtful essays are published under the title Kàvya aura Kalà tathà Anya Nibandha, first published in
1933.
4
Presuppositions of India's Philosophies by Karl H. Potter. Potter intended this paradigm to be
constructive and reconstructive both. The Western philosophy which elevates rationality at the
expense of power is distinguished from the Indian that puts power over rational morality. In Potter's
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power but it suffered from an inherent weakness as it failed to take the tantric
systems, specially Kashmir øaivism, into account. However Potter's formulation was
complemented from an unsuspected quarter when Sanderson5 clearly gave a bolder
orientation to the whole problematic by putting forward purity and power as
constituting the fundamental structure of values that was responsible for the duality
of poles represented by the orthodox and heterodox streams of thought seeking
depersonalized purity and unhindered omnipotence respectively. This emerged as a
rationalization of the orthodox's temperamental disdain for the sensual spontaeinity
and immunity from emotional involvement leading to the regime of strict selfcontrol. The heterodox internalized even the impure and ugly boasting maximum
incluvistic tendency as a natural and instantaneous outflow of the self's own
creativity. Consequently in behaviorical dialectics the former found the latter as
impure and morally transgressive, the latter saw the former as impotent and
escapist. Interestingly this dialectical value structure was already foreshadowed
long before by Gopinath Kaviraj, albeit on a metaphysical plane, when he
characterized the tantric culture as all-encompassing and inclusivistic in contrast to
the Vedic/non-Tantric as exclusivistic.6
These developments prompt us to look into our current understanding more
closely and undertake a fresh appraisal of the concept.
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In the substantive classical tradition of Indian philosophies one comes across two
types of approaches. One approach, which is categorial in spirit, dilates upon øakti
as constituting a category of being. Here it is only the Prabhàkara School of
understanding Truth is that recognition of which leads to freedom. Freedom from relates to bondage
(in the nature of transmigration) caused by attachment and freedom to reflects the ability to master
freedom, by renouncing fruits, from attachment. Though innovative, this paradigm failed to bring
out the actual potential of the freedom to because in the ultimate analysis it remained passive,
consisting as it did in the renunciation (of fruits). The paradigm was revolutionary in the sense that it
addressed, in principle and in concept, the Kashmir øaivist's formulation of freedom in terms of
power, øakti.
5
"Purity and power among the Brahmans of Kashmir", Alexis Sanderson. The article was written
from socio-anthropological perspective rejecting Mauss' views on the category of person, targeting
the tantric pandits of Kashmir.
6
"Kà÷mãrãya øaiva Dar÷ana Kã Kucha Vi÷eùatàyeï", in Kalyàõa: øivàïka, and his Presidential address ,
captioned Tantrika Sa§skçti on 8th March, 1965 to the Tantra Sammelana, Sanskrit University,
Varanasi.
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Mãmà§sà which views øakti as an independent category. Other systems either
subsume it under one of their accepted categories or reject it altogether. One might
ignore this line of approach. But the other approach, which does not address the
issue directly, may be gleaned from the respective cosmological world-views and it
is this aspect that concerns us significantly. Notwithstanding their diametrically
divergent positions, Sà§khya, Nyàya, Vedànta, Buddhism and Mãmà§sà, show
striking commonality in treating reality as falling outside the domain of Self. In
Sà§khya-Yoga the reality-world (Prakçti) is external to the Self (Puruùa). In NyàyaVa÷esika the self is a part reality in the sense that is one of the reals/categories and is
dependent upon other reals, external to it, for its socalled functioning. In Vedànta
the outer world is a projection. The Buddhists are even more radical. The external
world is not only external to the self, the self itself is a logical construct. In theistic
Vedànta, even in those systems which swear by some kind of non-dualism, the
world logically and in some cases even the individual self remains alien to the
Divine Self despite the absolute control exercised by the latter. In Mãmà§sà we do
come across such self as may be called subject or agent of sacrificial causality in its
own right internalizing the ritual world, but as Sanderson rightly notes, its
agentiality remains depersonalized and external being subjected to and manipulated
by the authority of the Vedic injunctions.7
As against this, it is only in the pre-classical phase that we have a cosmological
perspective of øakti but that is sporadic, disorganized and happens to be in the
evolutionary phase. In classical systems, as we noticed above, whatever serious
discussion we meet with on the issue relates to the linguistic aspect to the exclusion
of the cognitive, ontological and soteriological aspects. Even in this linguistic
domain, the school of grammar does stand out alone unlike other linguistic
theoreticians in viewing reality or world of discourse internal to the self, external
reality being the self-differentiation of the self, technically the Word-Self. øakti is
projected as the sole instrument that brings about both differentiation of the self as
well as internalization of the differentiated reality. This is perhaps the reason as to
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why the school of grammer constitutes one of the most formative influences on the
Kashmir øaivist formulation of øakti.8
In a visible contrast, thus, to the classical Indian philosophies, the tantric systems
as a rule nurture the concept of øakti as a signature characteristic. Even within the
tantric fold the Kashmir øaivists betrary an uncompromising zeal in embracing øakti
as determining their identity. Abhinavagupta on three different occasions makes
unequivocal statements to this effect. In the first9, elaborating Utpala's usage of
vi÷eùadar÷aneùu, "(among) special systems," he identifies them as those which
subscribe to the predominance of øàkta non-dualism, where the adjective vi÷eùa,
"special", denotes øakti as a defining feature demarcating it from the
sàmànyadar÷aneùu,

"(among)

general

philosophies",

which

profess

pure

consciousness as constituting the transcendental reality. In the second,10 he singles
out øaktiÝ the source of supreme blissÝ as exclusively øaivist phenomenon
emphatically rejecting any Sà§khya or Vedàntic connection thereof. In the third11,
he is even prepared to barter his absolutism with the Vedàntins, provided the latter
is ready to transform its avidyà into Màyà-"øakti" of the Lord.
øakti or power, as a result, emerges as a distinctive mark of the tantric vision of
reality and the tantric world-view having been conceptualized as a single tool to
account for the total range of our experiences, cognitions, modes of being and
spiritual/soteriological realizations. The unfolding and enfolding of power is the
ultimate abstraction to which everything could be reduced. Even on a peripheral
analysis, such a perception of øakti could be seen as etymologically resounding the
semantic nuances of the word tantra. Derived from the root tan which conveys both

The tantras, in general, and Kashmir øaivism in particular, address all these concerns in their
treatment of øakti. Even the 'linguistic' context is enlarged to the 'semantic' extent affording in fact a
novel exegetical orientation to and appropriation of the Mimà§sà concepts of niyoga, bhàvanà and
vidhi. This phenomenon is most forcefully conspicuous in inner convergence that runs through
conceptualization of meaning as a self-transcending self-transfiguration of word, whether it be by
way of dhvani (suggestion) or objective/cosmogonic self-differentiation.
8
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fo'ks"kn'kZus"kq bfr 'kkäk}Sriz/kkus"kq] fo'ks"k% 'kfäy{k.k% vkReuks n';ZrsA--- 'kq)pSrU;fefr lkekU;n'kZus"kq loksZÙkh.kSZdrnziw osnds"kqA
µIPVV, III, p. 331.
10
^^folxZ'kfä% "kksM'kh dyk** bR;s"kk fg u lka[;s;k ukfi oSnkfUrdh n`d~ vfirq 'kSoh ,o] folxZ'kfäjso p ikjes'ojh
ijekuUnHkwfechte~A µ PTV, p. 181.
11
vfLeULrq lfr----- czãokns vfo|ka ek;k'kähd`R;---fl/;fr ,"k tu%A µIPVV, III, p. 405
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expansion as well as contraction, the word tantra finds its parallel in øakti which too,
actualizes both of these meanings.
The monolithic formulation of the øakti notion was necessitated by the øaivists'
search for an integrated response to the conflicting and diverse pressures they were
put to. Historically the Kashmir øaivists, the proponents of the Pratyabhij¤à school
in particular, were the product of a multi-polar transition in the cultural, intellectual
and social milieu of Kashmir and as such were duty bound to devise (i) a definitive
Pratyabhij¤à logic; again historically they had to (ii) relate to the other absolutist
systems and yet underline the precise line of separation in concrete terms, (iii)
transcend the Siddhànta øaivism, their ideological predecessor, and internalize it,
(iv) dislodge the Buddhist scepticism resulting from its doctrines of non-self and
non-endurance, (v) identify and resolve the internal demands in the wake of
enunciating their version of absolutism, (vii) devise an intra-school framework to
support their individual statuses and at the same time retain their basic ideological
oneness, (viii) preserve their root tantricity, (ix) find an ontological ground for the
recognitive epistemology, (x) found the incluvistic all-integrating system of thought
encompassing within itself strands of aesthetics, language, devotionism, yoga,
spiritual praxis, tantric ritual, pragmaticism and, on the top of it, (xi) uncover a
spiritual vision or an ultimate soteriology. The synoptic exegesis of øakti was
deployed by the øaivists to achieve all these ends by a single tool.
A quick survey might give us insight into the øaivists' modus operandi.
Jayaratha in his Viveka on the Tantràloka describes the Pratyabhij¤à line of thinkers,
from Somànanda to Abhinavagupta, as Pratyabhij¤à logicians (tarkasya kartàraþ).12
This Pratyabhij¤à logic is specifically formulated in øakti-terms. Recognition of the
Self-Absolute is nothing but the discovery of His powers (÷akti).13 Similarly the object
of (re-)cognition, that is, the objective reality of our day to day discourse, is nothing
but the expression of øakti.14 The latter strategy also seeks to establish the ontological
base of the recognitive epistemology. The combined effect of this two-way strategy
12
13

TAV, II, p. 30

'kDR;kfo"dj.ksus;a izR;fHkKksin';ZrsA µ IPK 1.1.2
14
'kfäizdk'ksus'kkfnO;ogkj% izoR;ZrsA µ ibid. 2.3.1.7
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is the emergence of the absolutistic metaphysics which visualizes reality as a
dynamic absolute, called ÷aktimàn in technical parlance, and øakti as its integral
dynamism also duplicating as its intrinsic mechanism, in a mode of ongoing mutual
realization. In this way the Kashmir øaivist is able to architect a radically absolutist
alternative. Thus it is in point of øakti that the øaivist finds his fundamental
difference from the other absolutist systems specially Vedànta, which he designates
as sàmànyadar÷ana, as against his vi÷eùadar÷ana. We have already seen this in a
slightly different context. What Abhinavagupta wants us to appreciate is the impact
caused by infusion of øakti as the defining element of reality. He spells out two
fundamental differences. While reality's nature as consciousness remains common
feature between the two schools, the purity, that is inactive or powerless character,
of consciousness prompts one to view the absolute as simply transcendent. Similarly
the state of the absolutic realization happens to be literally an all-transcending, that
is discreet, disconnected, experience. For the sake of contrastive clarity,
Abhinavagupta

calls it vyatireka-turyàtãta (lit.,"the trans-fourth marked

by

exclusion"). Back to øaivism, because of its øakti-nature, i.e. the inner dynamism, the
absolute is considered immanent as well as transcendent. Accordingly the
corresponding state of the absolutic vision, even though transcendental, is marked
by inner continuity and is viewed as culmination or ultimate flowering of the lived
reality15. Abhinavagupta aptly terms it avyatireka-turyàtãta16 (lit.,"The trans-fourth
marked by non-exclusion"). The acute significance of this formulation may be
gauged by the fact that Abhinavagupta seeks to explain the finer of the two states of
Rasa-experience with reference to avyatireka-turyàtãta realisation17. Abhinavagupta
further exploits this øakti-connection to distinguish the øaiva absolutism from the
Yogàcàra absolutism, popularly reckoned as the subjective idealism (vij¤ànavàda).
Abhinavagupta firmly believes if vij¤àna, "subjective consciousness", could be
15

fo'ks"kn'kZus"kq bfr 'kkäk}Sriz/kkus"kq fo'ks"k% 'kfäy{k.k% --- rq;Z bfr ,rí'kklekifÙki;ZUr:ik vfi rq;kZrhrrk r=So mäk] O;frjsd.s k rq
'kwU;knsjoLFkkius cks/kL; rq;kZrhrrk r=So mäk-- bfr lkekU;n'kZus"kq loksZÙkh.kSZdrnzwiosnds"kq nf'kZrsfr lwp;frA µ IPVV, III, p. 331
16
bfr vO;frjsdrq;kZrhrlerk ,oA µ ibid, p. 328
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With reference to the IPVV (II, pp. 178-179: ----- rrks·fi dkO;ukV~;knkS rn~O;o/kku'kwU;rk rn~O;o/kku&laLdkjkuqo/s kLrqA
rékfi rq rFkksfnr O;o/kkuka'kfrjfLØ;klko/kkuân;k yHkUr ,o ijekuUne~A½ Prof. K.C. Pandey (vide Comparative
Aesthetics, Vol. I, pp. 134, 142) connects the higher phase of rasa-experience with vyatireka-turyàtãtà
which in all fairness to the systemal cogency ought to be avyatireka-turyàtãta.
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alternatively interpreted to mean Self who is also ä÷vara (note, sovereignity or
ai÷varya consists in øakti), there would remain only nominal difference between the
two.18 Logically implied in this is the øaivist rejection of the doctrine of flux of the
discreet moments with inter-momentary continuity being logically determined,
owing to his avowed adherence to the kinetic reality ensuring change with
continuity represented by the abiding subject/Self/Absolute. With this reasoning
the øaivist is able to dispel the Buddhist cynicism caused by his belief in the
doctrines of non-endurance and non-self.
One of the biggest challenges the øaivists had to contend with was from their
own ranks, -- those who, unlike others, admitted øaktiÝ, that is, from the Siddhànta
øaivists. The gravity of the challenge increases manifold, because of their àgamic
origin. In addition, both of them plead allegiance to the same set of àgamas to a large
extent. The formal architecture of øakti in Kashmir øaivism is a discernible legacy
from the Siddhànta dualism. It was incumbent on the øaivist to objectively lay down
the premises he thought demarcated his system from the Siddhànta øaivism.
Abhinavagupta knew it too well that it was the dualistic orientation of the
Siddhàntin's exegesis of the àgamas that created the divide and therefore called for
its demolition.19 For notwithstanding all professions of the divine perfection dressed
in largely identical terminology on the basis of inalienable øakti-connection, the
Siddhàntin's admission of the separate categories of Pa÷u and Pà÷a put the outer
reality, the world, outside the real immanence of the Self rendering the Siddhàntin's
absolute, the Godhead, as purely transcendental.20 Kashmir øaivists even faulted the
so called identity of øakti with øiva,21 samavàya ("inherence") being explained away
as tàdàtmya ("self-sameness"), because this unity is that of a property inalienably
residing in its substratum, which when subjected to reductionist logic, would point
out to øiva's logical transcendence over øakti.
18

vfLeULrq lfr----foKkuk};e~ vkRes'ojkfHkizk;s.k fu:I; fl/;fr ,"k tu%A µ IPVV, III, p. 405
vfLeULrq lfr vkxes"kq }SrO;k[;kueikL;---fl/;fr ,"k tu%A µ ibid.
20
Cf. ukfi fl)kUrn`f"Vor~ fo'oksÙkh.kZeso ija rÙoa bR;soa:ie~A µ Sp. S., p. 24
21
vuU;kU;k f'kokr~A µ Pauùkaràgama 1.39, cited in øaiva-siddhànta-dar÷ana, p. 59; also see pp. 57-58.
19

The Siddhàntin, supposedly more faithful to his source àgamas, does not seem always
comfortable in his delineation of the precise relationship between øiva and øakti. The Kashmir øaivist
formulations are attempts towards removing this ambivalence.
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The øaivism was faced with the challenge of a different kind. This was again
internal and incidental to finding and creating a truly updated and integrated øaktitheorization. In stead of overcoming the alien viewpoints, it was now required to
utilize and process the formative data offered by the Vedic literature consisting of
Sa§hitàs, Bràhmaõas, and Upaniùads (specially the øvetà÷vatara); classical
philosophies like Sà§khya and Yoga; other philosophical traditions such as
grammar and cognate sources such as àgamas and àgamic theologies such as øaiva
Siddhànta. The øaivist was supposed to give voice to what remained
unstated/unexplained, clarify the vague, discard the inconsistent, take the potential
to its logical conclusion and appropriate the relevant data, so analysed, towards
constructing a rationally congruent holistic model. Since this needs more space we
might defer its consideration for a while.
The biggest challenge the øakti-thesis was required to answer was the fulfilment
of demands the Kashmir øaivism made on itself. In the first place, øakti was
deployed by way of the most effective strategy for promoting an all-affirming (i.e.,
transgressive and inclusive both) model of non-dualistic absolutism.22 In order to
legitimatize its claim to be called non-dualism in an all-affirming scenario, it must
satisfactorily account for the socalled riddle of the "other"23 as contraposed to "self"
and eliminate the gap of any kind between consciousness and matter, sentient and
insentient.24 In the second place, recourse was taken to øakti-theorization in order to
account for the inter-school micro-differences among the broad fold of the Kashmir
øaivism. Interestingly this appeared to be a contrarian approach, because øakti until
now was viewed as a unifying factor in between the subschools. This operation took
place in two ways. At macro level it divided all the monistic streams under Kashmir
øaivism into two broad groupsÝ the øiva-centric and the øakti-centric, depending
upon whose centricity or supremacy they believed in. Thus Pratyabhij¤à, a
dominant section of Kula, Trika and a sizable following of Spanda belonged to the
former genre, likewise those who placed Tripurà, Kàlã, Kubjikà etc., in the centre
22

izFker% lafoÙkÙoa Hkxork f'ko:ia ds"kqfpn~ vkxes"kq loksZÙkh.kZrkizk/kkU;su] vijs"kq loZe;rkLohdkjs.k] vU;s"kq mHk;:ifoLQkj.kk;
mifn"Ve~A rr~ izkFkedfYids bg mins';s lafoUeq[ksu vknkS v};e~ mins';e~A µ IPVV, II, p. 74
23
,s'o;Z'käs'p LoijfoHkkxizfrHkklgsrks%----A µ ibid., p. 114
24
Hkxor% 'kfäfo'ks"kks ;UU;wurkrkjrE;d`r-a --tMRoe~] ;nqRd"kZrkjrE;d`ra p--- izcq)Roe~A µ ibid., I, p. 270
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were affiliated to the latter. At the micro level, within the øakti-centric domain, the
modal variations and conceptualizations of øakti were responsible for their inter se
distinction. It is primarily on this ground that Kàlasa§karùãõã is distinguished from
Vàme÷varã, Parà or Kaulikã and vice versa. A similar phenomenon is duplicated
within the øiva-centric domain.25 Going down deeper within the micro-level even
the intra-school internal differentiation is traced to the same source26
One major concern of the Kashmir øaivism or its constituent systems was to
retain its connection with the original tantric background, not only at the level of
philosophical speculation with its ever-growing intellectual sophistication but also
at the level of practice and ritual. This showed itself into an empowered valuation of
the female reflecting a radical shift of emphasis from the passivity of a female
partner in the Vedic ritual to the active participation of a willing player in the tantric
praxis. Its significant impact was seen in the altered orientation of the hermeneutics
of øaktiÝ from power, dynamism, movement, capacity, capability, it came to be
associated more with creativity, generation, potency. The institution of dåti, "female
messenger," as a vehicle of spiritual transmission and ritual praxis;27 visualization of
Bhairava as surrounded by the family of Yoginã (yoginã-kula);28 determination of the
identity of an adept (sàdhaka) on the basis of his affiliation to a particular 'family',29
are patent manifestations of this tendency on a more visible plane. To this list may
be added the "primal rite" (àdiyàga), a euphemism for ritual intercourse, marking
active involvement of both the partners. What is important here is to note that the
female here represents convergence of gnosis and praxis within herself30 and that

25
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Cf. TA 1.110-111

rklkefi p Hksnka'kU;wukf/kD;;kstue~A
rRLokrU×;cyknso 'kkL=s"kq ifjHkkf"kre~AA µTA 1.109
27
(i) dqyizfØ;k;ka nwrheq[ksuSo f'k";L; KkuizfriknukEuk;kr~A µ TAV, II, p. 35
(ii) dqyizfØ;k;ka fg nwrheUrjs.k Dofpnfi deZf.k ukf/kdkj%A µ ibid., p. 32
28
iwt;sn~HkSjok[;ka ;ksfxuh}kn'kko`rke~A µ TA 3.254
29
rknkRE;izfriÙ;S fg Lolarkua lekJ;sr~AA
HkqŒthr iwt;sPpØa ijlarkfuuk ufgA µ ibid. 4. 268-269
30
izfodLoje/;ink 'kfä% 'kkL=s rFkk dfFkrkA
rL;keso dqykFk± lE;d~ lapkj;sn~xq#LrsuAA--rUeq[;pØeqäa egsf'kuk ;ksfxuhoD=e~AA
r=S"k lEiznk;LrLekr~ laizkI;rs Kkue~A µ ibid. 29.122-125
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øakti's equation with creativity, with a feminist undertone. gave a fillip to the series
of philosophical and aesthetical reformulations and fresh abstractions.31
Unlike other Indian philosophers whose sole obsession seems to produce a
mokùa÷àstra, a soteriology, Abhinavagupta's obvious priority is to evolve a complete
system of thought, much on the lines of his western counterparts like Aristotle,
Hegel or Kant, which takes life as a whole and thereby covers all aspects a human
being, a living entity to be more precise, is concerned withÝ soteriological,
metaphysical, psychological, aesthetical, social, religious etc. Abhinavagupta's this
obsession flows from his seminal postulate that life is a continuum, a compresence
between twin poles consisting of the world and the transcendent, enjoyment and
salvation, which throw up multiple lived-in universes subserving our different
concerns. The integral system of thought, Abhinavagupta is so passionate about, is
sought to be built up through the twofold mechanism of øakti: power-proliferation
(øakti-sa§vardhana) and power-retraction (÷akti-samàkarùaõa). Abhinavagupta gives
beautiful vent to it.32 However this inclusivism or integrality of thought does not
deter Abhinavagupta from pursuing a truly integrating affirmist spiritual vision
and, for the matter of that, tracking a soteriological path, because spiritual sciences
are expected in the main to seek a harmonious valuation of the dialectics of the pure
and impure subjectivity33 in their essential stride.
In describing non-dualism (advaita) as mahàdvaita or pårõàdvaita the Kashmir
øaivism brings home its definition of non-duality as pårõatà which means fullness,
totality, integrality and perfection, all included. What must interest us is that
pårõatà, abstracted as øakti in the system,34 is typically presented as yàmala
("pairing"), sàmarasya (harmony/synthesis) and sa§ghañña (friction/rubbing) of øakti
and øaktimàn, in a triple predicative construction.35 Thus øakti, which happens to be

31

Attention may be drawn to the conceptualizations of vimar÷a as visarga, and sahçdayatà as vãryavikùobha and so on.
32

rr ,o fg 'kfälao/kZuØes.k var%ladqfprfoe'kZ'kfälekd"kZ.ksu rFkSo HkksxkioxksZi;ksfxuk mi;qT;eku% ijes'ojs.k l`"VLrdZlla kj%
dkO;lalkjon~ vij ,oA fofp=k fg veh lalkjk%A µ IPVV, III, pp. 95-96
33
izekrqfgZ 'kq)k'kq):ia forO; oäO;e~ v/;kRefo|klq vL;So vFkZL; eq[;Rosu foLrkj.kkgZRokr~A µ IPVV, III, p. 313
34
iw.kZrSo vL; 'kfä%A µ TS, âh. 4.
35
r;ks;Z|keya :ia l la?kê bfr Le`r%A µ TA 3.68
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the very "nature", "being"36 or "self" of øaktimàn, does so in a very special way,
underlining as it does the reciprocity of inter-penetration, a participatory interaction,
a self-dissolving fusion between "being" and its "substrate". Short of metaphor it
implies that reality in Kashmir øaivism is not a simple reality, but a reality full of
content, øakti itself constituting that content. This explains the logic behind the oftrepeated injunction of ÷aktyàviùkaraõa37 forming the gateway to reality, to knowledge.
Abhinava sets the record straight: it is not the discovery of øaktimàn alone, it is the
discovery of øakti as well and as a process it amounts to discovering øaktimàn via
discovering øakti.
The øaivists take resort to two seminal reductions in order to explicate the
definitive formulation of øakti in the system. The first is:38
(One's) self is the Supreme Lord (Mahe÷vara)39,
Supreme Lordliness (màhe÷varya) consists in possessing all
(sarva÷aktitva)40,
Possessing all powers is (nothing but) Self-affirmation (aha§vimar÷a).41

powers

This equation has implications of far-reaching importance. Rationalizing sarva÷aktitva as aha§-vimar÷a is Utpala's extremely innovative formulation. By identifying
the individual self with the Supreme Lord the way is paved open to elevate the
individual subjectivity, that is, the individual consciousness, to the level of the
Supreme

Self-affirming

Awareness.

The

intervening

equation

which

is

etymologically explained by deriving màhe÷varya (that is, mahàn ai÷varya =
Great/Supreme Lordlines) as "being endowed with the Supreme Power"
automatically creates space for reckoning sarva÷aktitva in the nature of self36

'kfäfgZ uke 'kfäer ,o Loa :ie~A µ TAV, II, p. 465
'kDR;kfo"dj.k is to be analysed in two ways (i) 'käs% vkfo"dj.ke~ ¼"k0 rRiq0½ and (ii) 'kDR;k vkfo"dj.ke~ ¼r`0 rRiq0½
% dj.k&Hkko&lk/kuRosu vkfof"Ø;ek.kk 'kfä% rRd`r'p n`<fu'p;%A µ IPVV, I, p. 87
Accordingly Abhinavagupta construes pratyabhij¤à as j¤àna-kriyà-÷aktiråpà.µ Loc cit.
37

Here attention may be drawn to two different, though complementary, interpretations of àviùkaraõa.
In the Pratyabhij¤à circles it is rendered into gnostic terminology (i.e. abhij¤ànakhyàpana: IPK Vçtti on
IPK 1.1.3) and in the Spanda echelons into dynamical terms (i.e., àtmabalaprayatnavi÷eùa: Sp. P, p. 119
on Sp.K. 36)
38

LokRek egs'oj%]
ekgs'o;± loZ'kfäRoe~]
loZ'kfäRoa ¼uke½ vgafoe'kZ%A
39
drZfj Kkrfj LokReU;kfnfl)s egs'ojsA µ IPK 1.1.2
40
vkReSo bZ'ojRokr~ loZ'kfä%A µ IPVV, II, p. 37
41
izdk'kus LokrU×;e~ vgfefr egRlajEHkkRek izfr?kkr'kwU;ks foe'kZ%] rnso p vL; loZ'kfäRoe~A µ ibid., p. 8
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affirmation.42 The notion of self-affirmation which conceptually implies selfobjectification in the self-reposing awareness lies at the very root of all linguistic,
mantric, literary, aesthetic and metaphysical formulations.
In the second reduction "possession of power" (÷aktitva) is equated with the
power-holder's (÷aktimàn's) autonomy,43 or 'freedom to'Ý to revert to Potter's phrase.
The notion of subjective autonomy or agential freedom again plays a very crucial
role in our understanding the structured relationship in between the major
components of the system. The øaivist solely depends upon the notion of autonomy,
on the one hand, to account for the world of our daily encounter and interaction and
on the other, to account for the autonomy itself. The second point needs some
elaboration. What is it that sustains the ultimate reality in transcendental state when
outer world stands retracted? It is the autonomy, the self-dependence, that sustains
reality. This idea clearly comes out if one looks into the derivational genesis of the
term svàtantrya. One is called free if one remains grounded within oneself,44 or one is
called free if one expands oneself.45 Thus the word svàtantrya gets semantically very
close to the word tantra and to the notion of aha§vimar÷a.
This unique conception of autonomy forms the foundation of three important
theses of the system. In typical parlance of the system they may be presented as: (i)
sa§vid-brahma-vàda, (ii) paramàrtha-vastu-vàda and (iii) sarva-sarvagatatà-vàda. In fact
these are the terms employed by the system to describe its unique identity. The first
avers that the ultimate reality, that is Mahe÷vara, is conscious and not inert, unlike
Vedàntin's Absolute who, for the sake of distinctive clarity, is depicted as
Jaóabrahma, "inert absolute," implying thereby that the Brahman lacks the
dynamicity which is supposed to be essential character of Parama øiva. This
dynamicity may either be understood as spanda, "vibration," or as àbhàsanasàmarthya, "manifesting potency", leaving no room for the admission of any external
force such as the alogical Màyà. The second characterization aims at ensuring the

42

rsu--- vgfefr peRdkjkReuk egku~ bZ'oj% ;rks nsoL; ,rs ,o KkufØ;s--- ;ks·;a foe'kksZ ukeA µ IPVV, II, p. 435
(i) 'kfäer% 'kfäRoa uke LokrU×;e~A µ S.Dç., fn. 2, p. 97
(ii) ijes'oj'kfäjso LokrU×;kiji;kZ;k HkofrA µ TS, p. 11
44
LofLeu~ ra=s orZeku% A
45
Loa ruksfr foLrkj;fr bfrA µ øabda-kalpadruma, pt. 5, p. 468
43
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fundamental reality of the manifested objectivity even in the phenomenal stage
without injuring its ideal oneness with the absolute. The third46 is a forceful
restatement of the rigorous non-dualism in the sense that each unit of manifestation
is said to contain the whole world, microcosm replicating macrocosm in the very
real sense.
In the notion of autonomy, we find four factors working together as constitutive
of the concept in its totalityÝ (i) non-dependence on the 'other' (anyanirapekùatà)47, (ii)
self-repose (àtma-vi÷rànti), (iii) omnipotence (sarvakartçtva) and (iv) lordliness
(ai÷varya). The first brings out the beauty of the divine autonomy as it includes
within or homologizes the 'other' or the 'different'. Thus it spells out the all-inclusive
jurisdiction of freedom. The second, by transcending all dependencies, focuses on
the foundational nature of reality as repose of the self in the self,48 necessarily
leading to the idea of self-affirmation. The third brings out the absolutic causality,
and the fourth underscores the inherent potential for actualizing the infinite
possibilities.
Inner Structure of øakti
Owing to the enormous importance of the øakti-concept, the øaivists have taken
up the problem for a minute scrutiny. It will be therefore in fitness of things if we
now have a look into inner structuring of øakti as conceived by them as under:
(i)

For Kashmir øaivists øakti is both a singular concept as well as a plural one.
As a singular concept, it stands for the ultimate reality or its defining
character, whereas as a plural it represents the phases or modes of the
ultimate. Here too the øaivist's usual approach of interweaving the two
apparently discordant threads in a compact pattern may be easily noticed.

(ii)

Svàtantrya-÷akti is viewed as 'the' power, the ultimate power or the overarching power. It could definitively be construed as pure agentiality on the

46
47

This is the øaivist's appropriation of the original Sà§khya thesis.

bRFka iqjk.k'kkL=knkS 'kfä% lk ijes'ojhA
fujis{kSo dfFkrk lkis{kRos áuh'krkAA µ MVV 1-698
48
mäk p lSo foJkfUr% lokZis{kkfujks/kr%A
LokrU×;eFk dr`ZRoa eq[;eh'ojrkfi pAA µ APS 23
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ontic front and as a priori judgement on the cognitive and subsumes the entire
power-universe within.49
(iii)

As per unique conceptualization in the Parà-trã÷ikà-vivaraõa50 the defining
character of the Supreme Power must be considered anugraha which is
visualized as enveloping the Absolute totally and thereby transfiguring His
essential being into anugraha, because anugraha as unifying perception
consists in not distinguishing øakti from øiva.51

(iv)

øakti's differentiation into the variety of forms is not intrinsic but only
provisional. The one is taken to be many because the potential objects of
desire etc. act as the differentiating adjuncts,52 their designations reflect the
pragmatic behaviour depending upon the endresult. Hence a category,
whether of experience or of being, essentially remains øakti-determined (÷aktinibandhana) and not object-determined (vastu-nibandhana).

(v)

In the similar vein, in a cognate formulation, gradation or succession of øaktã
is sought to be explained. øakti is a continuum being one and unitary, but the
same is deemed to be successive because of the functional diversity (kçtyabheda). The four-function or the five-function theories (krama-catuùka/kramapa¤caka) in the Spanda and Krama Schools are the direct outcome of such a
perception of reality.53 In the system, specially in these two schools, the
recognition of the self as agent of these four/five acts is what is implied by
the notion of ÷akticakra-vikàsa etc.

(vi)

In one of the most cohesive enunciations of the pårõatà-doctrine, øakti, in
contrast with the self-affirmative formulation, is also conceived as self-

49

r= dr`ZRoy{k.kk LokrU×;'kfä% fo'o'kfäJs.khlek{ksis.k orZrsA lSo foe'kZ:ikA µ IPVV, I, p. 247

50

Because of its unique formulation we have avoided translating the term. Here anugraha, which may
be rendered as "post/repeated/total" (anu) "acceptance/grasp/reception" (graha), needs be
distinguished from anugraha-kçtya (i.e. Godly act of dispensing grace) or anugraha-÷akti (i.e., Godly
capacity to grant such dispensation). It also needs be differentiated from twofold division of Godly
acts into anugraha informing divine manifestation and, nigraha (also called vilaya) encoding all the five
Godly acts. ,oa:iizFkk p vuqxzg% fLFkfrl`"V~;okUrj:i ,o p foy; bfr d`R;iŒpdiziŒpu'kfälkjks Hkxoku~ bfr rkRi;kZFkZ%A µ
IPVV, III, p. 27.
51

ijes'oj% iapfo/kd`R;e;% lrre~ vuqxzge¸;k ijk:i;k 'kDR;k vkØkUrks oLrqrks vuqxzgSdkReSo] ufg 'kfä% f'kokr~ Hksneke'kZ;srA~ µ

PTV, p. 3
52
53

rÙkns"k.kh;k|qikf/ko'ksu ukukRosu O;ofÐ;rsA µ TAV, II, p. 108
HksnS'prqfHkZjsdL;ka 'käkS ;RØe.ka Øekr~A
l`f"VfLFkfry;kuk[;S% l Øe% ifjofrZr%AA µ M.P. (S), p. 45
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negating functionality.54 Alternatively, this may be viewed as nigrahaformulation as apposed to anugraha-formulation seen above. The phenomena
of differentiation (bhedana), othering, ignorance Ý defilement/coating (mala)
in the tantric phraseology and judgemental imperfection (akhyàti or
apårõakhyàti) in the gnostic Ý, and øakti as a second cosmogonical category
(÷akti-tattva) are all sourced to this aspect. In the theological construction it is
designated as the Veiling Power (tirodhàna ÷akti) and its function as the
Veiling/Concealing Act (tirodhànakçtya) isolating or differentiating "what in
fact cannot be isolated or differentiated"55 and as such is said to represent one
aspect of the absolute. However, the nigraha-formulation is not confined to
veiling alone, it ought to go beyond, otherwise the absolutic immance
(vi÷vamayatà) might become a logically weak proposition.
(vii)

There are two conceptualizations of øakti Ý absolute and relative. When it is
viewed as the defining essence of the transcendental reality it is presented in
the absolutic terms, but the moment it relates to the manifested world
because the world or creation is nothing but an aggregate of the absolutic
powers, it becomes relative.56 Among the relative powers, higher the one the
more inclusive it is, subsuming as it does the lesser powers.57 Thus
inclusivism is the determining parameter of øakti's extent of permeation and
closeness to its source. It is why the absolute power is deemed to be allinclusive. Abhinava finds great virtue in hierarchization of powers since,
according to him, it furnishes a cogent normative structure to assess the
relative merit of the multiple religious approaches advocated in the
scriptures.58

(viii) Besides the dualistic (bheda) and non-dualistic (abheda) postulations the
Kashmir øaivists formulate a difference-unity (bhedàbheda) perspective.
Accordingly in the realm of manifestation øakti is virtually rendered in terms
54

LoLo:ikiksgukRek[;kfre;h fu"ks/kO;kikj:ikA µ PSV, pp 10-11

øakti or Divine Power, p. 382
Lo'kfäizp;ks·L; fo'oe~A µ S.Så 3.30
57
vf/kdk 'kfäU;wZu'kfäfucfU/kuhA µ IPVV, I, p. 287
55
56

58

dkfpÙkq 'kfäjuUrk% 'kähjkf{kI;So orZekuk usnh;lh Hkxor%] vU;kLrq nwjkYirek noh;Lrek bfr mikluk fofp=k vkxes"kq nf'kZrk%A µ

IPVV, III, p. 265
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of bhedàbheda.59 This perspective helps resolve the riddle of one øakti
becoming many, the intermediary divergences being explained away as
caused by the alternating emphases on difference or non-difference.60 In this
connection some of the stipulations merit our attention as under:
a. The very idea of manifestation (avabhàsana) has, of necessity, to be
explained

in

terms

of

bhedàbhedana,

"non-differentiating

the

differentiated", since its immediate purpose is to account for the ontic
status of the manifested. Let us be clear. As a process, the manifestation,
that is, creation must refer to the self-differentiation of power, but as a
product, which is technically considered to be an àbhàsa, "manifestation", it
must involve some kind of non-differentiation (bordering on unification,
synthesizing).61 Thus the same thing may be depicted as ÷akti62 when
treated as subjective propensity or urge (sa§ra§bha), as property (dharma)
when viewed as a kind of crystalised form (or a form of the substance), as
quality (guõa) when viewed as something dependent upon that crystalised
form or substance, and as an operation or activity (vyàpàra) when viewed
as prior and posterior both.63
b. In an exclusive formulation based on bhedàbheda, øakti is conceived as the
"pure determinate idea" (÷uddha vikalpa). Apparently sounding like a
contradiction in terms, the 'purity' of logical construction is devised as a
tool to bridge the gap between the logical constructions that mark our
daily

existence

(depicted

as

a÷uddha-vikalpa

''impure

thought

construction") and indeterminate ideality (avikalpà sa§vit). The purity lies
in the 'refinement' of or the 'absolution' from the impurity of a mental
HksnkHkSnkS fg 'kfärkA µ TA 1.120
HksnkHksnizk/kkU;srjrkd`rLrq v= foosd%A oLrqr% fpnkReSo rFkk Hkkfr bfr vØerSo v= bR;qäe~A -------- bgSo p LorU=f'kok};n'kZus
,dL; vFkZL; vusdRoa laxPNrsA µ Sp.S., pp. 9-10
59
60

One must understand, there are two tiers or two stages to this differentiation, namely the objective
and the subjective. The first tier refers to our apprehending an object, a manifestation as a
configuration, or a sort of gestalt, to borrow a term from psychology. The second tier refers to the
subjective synthesis and repose. Though the two are invariably present in every cognition, the
reference is to the first tier in the present case.
62
In pragmatic usage.
61

63

rsu vfrfjäkufrfjä:iRoeso rÙoa Kkuknhuke~A fuHkkZlulkja fg oLrqA rFkk ;n~Hkkfr rnso 'kfäfjfr lajEHk:ir;k] /keZ bfr
fl):ikdkjHksnr;k] xq.k bfr rRijrU=:ir;k] O;kikj bfr p iwokZij:ir;k O;ifn';rsA µ IPVV, II, p. 269.
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construction that is, recognizing the essential 'I-ness' of the 'not-Iness' in
manifestation. Mental constructs, by virtue of their being the properties of
mind, are to be taken as powers: This is the crux of the argument.64
Equipped with such a formulation the øaivist, on the one hand, is now
empowered to propagate the upàya theory of redemptive knowledge,
more particularly the ÷àktopàya,65 totally focussed on the 'purity' of
determinate idea, and the corresponding mode of self-realization, ÷àkta
samàve÷a66in the technical language of the system, both forming the gnostic
soteriology of the system. On the other hand, he is able to garner
metaphysical support to account for Rasa-experience in terms of ÷uddha
vikalpa.

Aesthetic

experience

is

thus

conceptualized

as

mental

visualization,67 mental perception (that is, mental operation akin to
perception, anuvyavasàya)68 having been freed from, absolved (cp. ÷uddha)
of

the

individualizing

conditions

of

time,

place

and

personal

dispositions.69
(ix)

In the cosmic reflection70 øakti turns out to be its efficient cause, besides
continuing to remain the material cause. Thus in point of the precise
functioning, øakti is distinguished from upàdhi, ''adjunct''. When something
depends upon another thing for its revelation, this other-caused revelation is
called upàdhi, whereas a self-caused revelation is termed øakti.71 In a
statement ascribed to Utpala by Jayaratha (not traceable to the printed texts),

64

vr ,okfodYiRo/kzkSO;izkHkooSHkoS%A
vU;SokZ 'kfä:iRokn~ /keZS% Loleokf;fHk%AA µ T.A. 1.198
65
,oa oSdfYidh Hkwfe% 'kkäs dr`ZRoosnusA µ T.A. 1.218
66
mPpkjjfgra oLrq psrlSo fofpUr;u~A
;a lekos'kekIuksfr 'kkä% lks·=kfHk/kh;rsAA µ MVT 2.22
67
dkO;kFkZfo"k;s fg izR;{kdYilaosnuksn;s jlksn;% bR;qik/;k;k%A µ A.Bh., I, p. 290
68
rLeknuqO;olk;kReda dhrZua :f"krfodYilaosnua ukV~;e~Aµ A.Bh., I, p. 37
Here anuvyavasàya is conceived differently from its namesake in the Nyàya.
This explains the 'pure determinate' (÷uddha-vikalpàtmaka) character of rasa-experience. It is not
'determinate' (savikalpaka) as Larson tends to take it while scrutinizing affinity of rasa-experience with
the absolutic relish (brahmàsvàdasavidha) vide "The aesthetic (rasàsvàda) and the religious (brahmàsvàda)
in Abhinavagupta's Kashmir øaivism", p. 378
70
This is a conceptualization different from that of manifestation (àbhàsana).
71
Loizdk'kL; fg ijL; ¼i.e., vU;L;½ izdk'kL; ijdr`Zdk O;fäjso mikf/k%] 'kfä% iqujfHkO;äSo rnŒtus mik;%A µ TAV, II, p.
465

69
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an upàdhi is said to lend its form to the object, but it is the autonomy of
consciousness that is responsible for the forms of consciousness.72
(x)

a. In its internal contexture øakti is always a twin-layered concept in the sense
that it reveals itself and also, in addition, implies or refers to its relation with
something else. This 'something else' may either be its container/holder/
substrate, or concomitant attribute or cognate power or the effect brought
about by it. For example, take the case of j¤àna÷akti, ''knowledge power''. It
connotes knowledge itself as a power, and also knowledge as a vehicle of the
Lord's (or holder's) power.73 Likewise, in the case of fire, it reveals itself as
power and because it burns, it implies action also.74 In a somewhat different
situation when it is said that 'øakti does/makes' (saktiþ karoti) it presupposes
possession of corresponding capacity to do or make. Here, it may be noted
that ÷akti assumes the mantle of a possessor of power (÷aktimàn) and implies
association with power other than itself (÷aktyantarayoga).75 In any case, it does
not entail any duality because there is no transgression of øakti's essential
nature.
b. In a different but innovative formulation Abhinavagupta further brings out
the twin-layered dimension of øakti. These two layers, that go together, are
constituted by the essential nature (svaråpalakùaõa) representing the first layer
and the auxiliary/cooperative causality (sahakàrilakùaõa) representing the
second

layer.

However,

one

should

not

take

øakti's

independent

conceptualization to mean separate external existence different from the
object brought about by that power. Because øakti is so called only when it
dwells in an object that serves as its locus after having been brought out,
thereby leaving no space for its separate location. One may therefore

^^r= RoiZdkn~ mik/ksLrnkdkjRoe~] fpÙkÙoL;So rq futS'o;kZr~A** µ cited in TAV, II, p. 424
rsu mHk;Fkkfi Kku'kfäina r= r= foxzghrO;e~ µ Kkueso 'kfä% r= p vL; 'kfäfjfrA µ IPVV, I, p. 288
74
vfXu% 'kfä%] langfr bfr p vckf/krizR;;kHkklkn~ vkHkkllkjijekFkZokfnuk 'kfä'p fØ;k psfr mHk;efi mixE;e~A µ loc. cit.
75
'kfä% 'käk djksrhfr rq 'käs% 'kfäenkReuk l`f"Vfjfr 'käs% 'kDR;Urj;ksxs vuoLFkk bR;fi u fdafpr~] HkkoLoHkkokuf/kdRokPpA µ
72
73

loc cit.
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conclude that occasioning an object here represents auxiliary causality and
subsisting as essential nature represents svaråpa.76
(xi)

øakti and øaktimàn, power and its prius, are conceptual abstractions, calling
for different linguistic appellations, having a single referent in reality, because
of their quintessential qualitative homogeneity. Thus, insentience which at
the bottom of its gradual diminution is represented by a fixed post or a
motionless hill and awareness which at the zenith of its gradual excellence by
Parama øiva constitute two ends of the same power-reality.77

(xii)

øakti and øaktimàn are at the most linguistic formulations because of their
constitutive homology depending upon the subjective intention. If the
referrer primarily intends plurality, it would be called øakti and if he intends
to allude to one alone, it would be called øaktimàn.78

(xiii) øaktimàn, as the locus of øakti, needs not be taken at its face value. In the
øaivist's formulation, the word substrate, prius, locus (à÷raya) is to be
construed in a significantly different way. øaktimàn as a locus does not act as
a physical support, but as an active free agent. Thus the container-contained
relationship or property-substrate relationship (dharma-dharmi-bhàva), as
propagated by Nyàya and other schools is ruled out here.79 For Mahe÷vara, or
for that matter even an individual subject, holding or supporting means
freedom to unify, analyze, separate, repose, reject, manifest and/or
manipulate the power/s as per will in glaring contrast to an insentient object
such as fire, which is though substrate to several powers like burning,
cooking, heating, sweating etc,80 has no freedom of independent action.

rfn;a 'kfäHkkZoLo:ieqiuh; vklhuk 'kfä#P;rs] u rq i`FkxoHkklk bfr Lo:i&lgdkfj&y{k.kSo ¼Lo:ilgdkfjy{k.kSo] emended
mHk;h inkFkZfLFkfr% 'kfäfjR;fi u dkafpnLeUers {kfrekogfrA µ loc cit.
77
Hkxor% 'kfäfo'ks"kks ;UU;wurkjrE;d`ra LFkkojkUra tMRoe~] ;nqRd"kZrkjrE;d`ra p ijef'kokUra izcq)Rofefr o{;ke%A µ IPVV, I, 270
78
cgqRoijke'kZiz/kkurk;ka 'kfäO;ogkj%] rnsdijke'kZiz/kkuRos rn~on~O;ogkj%A µ ibid., p. 287; also cf;
cgq'kfäRoeI;L; rPNDR;Sokfo;qärkAA
'kfä'p uke HkkoL; Loa :ia ekr`dfYire~A
rsuk};% l ,okfi 'kfäeRifjdYiusAA µ TA 1.68-69
79
ijes'oj'kkL=s fg u p dk.kkfnn`f"Vor~A
'kähuka /keZ:ik.kkekJ;% dks·fi dF;rsAA µ ibid. 1.158
80
l p rPNfäla;kstu&fo;kstu&foJe.k&frjLdj.k&izFkukfnLokPNU|lkjr;k egs'oj:iks u rq ngu&ipuk&··Losnukfn'kDR;kJ;tM&
izk;gqrogLFkkuh;%A µ IPVV, II, p. 338
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(xiv) The øakti-øaktimàn paradigm is seminal to the intrinsic structure of all
concepts and theses in the Kashmir øaivism.81 Whichever concept one may
choose to analyse, this paradigm would be evident by its translation into the
very mechanism of the concept. This paradigm is secondarily reduced to the
equation of upàya-upeya with ÷akti-÷aktimàn in that order.82 This issue has
already been dilated upon in detail earlier, hence we shall focus only on
hitherto untouched aspect from Utpala's83 suggested equation of the Godhead
(Parame÷vara) with the inner individual self (pratyagàtmà). Abhinavagupta
contends, one is bound to reduce consciousness-power (citi÷akti) ultimately to
the supreme agency (paràkartçtà). Reinterpreted in causal terms, the øaktimàn
is viewed as agent and øakti (i.e., citi÷akti) as (his supreme) agency. What is to
be noted is that the Lord, who is the primary cause as the agent, serves as the
upàya (of øakti/agency) and agency, which is an effect, becomes upeya (of the
agent). In a reverse reduction, when one wants to grasp reality, øakti becomes
hetu, ''(reason/minor term)'' and øaktimàn hetumàn, i.e. sàdhya (''major
term").84 In this case øakti is to be treated as upàya and øaktimàn as upeya in an
epistemic relationship. From this it is easy to gather that this means-goal
relationship is a reversible proposition between øakti and øaktimàn whose
roles are interchangeable pointing to their intrinsic oneness. In either case, the
net outcome remains the same.
(xv)

The abovenoted paradigm has some additional perspectives to it. In the
manifested world this paradigm is variously interpreted. Between Mahe÷vara
and øakti, indisputably they exist on the ÷aktimàn-÷akti axis, but what
happens between two øaktis or between øakti and the manifested world. In
one perspective we have seen that the higher and more inclusive power, even
while retaining its øakti character, enters the role of øaktimàn for the limited
purpose of holding the lower or lesser powers within. To this, however, a

81
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new perspective may be added. Between the two øaktis in a hierarchical scale
or between the causal øakti and the reflected multitude the relationship might
be viewed as one between (÷akti) power and vyakti (emanation or
manifestation).85 Within this reflected manifold the primary paradigm
reappears, where the consciousness-element constituting the subjective part
represents øiva or øaktimàn and the insentience-element constituting the
objective part represents øakti.86
(xvi) Exegeting Parà vàk as øakti per se Abhinavagupta comes out with an
immensely innovative and complex formulation of the øakti-øaktimàn
relationship.87 øakti is conceived as the absolutic immanence having enfolded
within Herself the totality of meaning-world comprising subject and objects
in a sequenceless form and is to be distinguished from øaktimàn, that is
Parama øiva, who is characterised by the non-emergence of variety of any
hue. Thus He represents the absolutic transcendence. Now this mode of the
absolutic being as øakti, embodying totality in enfolded form, is
conceptualised as His ''relishing'' (camatkàra/àsvàda) of His own self. In this
formulation øakti is visualized as relish, joy, that is, ànanda and Parama÷iva as
its abode. øakti in this way constitutes the all-enfolding mode of reality and
the factum of all-enfoldment itself constitutes the self-referential relish. With
this innovative valuation of øakti Abhinavagupta allows his metaphysics to
slide into the domain of aesthetics laying the ground for his much acclaimed
rationalization of rasa-experience in terms of øakti.
(xvii) The same logic is extended to the realm of the religious language, in fact to
the realm of the language as such. The state of the absolutic being where there
are no referents except the absolute since there is nothing which could be
reflected upon, is called, Bhairva. This Bhairava, as øaktimàn, is called
÷abdarà÷i, ''word-mass'', embodying together all the fifty phonemes of the
85
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alphabet. The very same absolute is reckoned as øakti, and is also regarded as
màtçkà (''matrix/mother'') when it comes in contact with the objects of
reflection, represented by letters each embodying a reflection, a judgment.88
Thus on recapitulation, as noted by B.N. Pandit,89 we come across three
formulations of Parama øiva, depending upon the angle from which we
approach Him:
a. As transcendent:
b. When inclined towards
emergence of world specially
from the perspective of fullness of joy:
c. When the blissful or joyous
perspective towards worldmanifestation is overtaken
by will-penetration :

He is dense awareness (cidekaghana),

He is identified with the øiva category,

Parama øiva is (called) øakti.

(xviii) The Kashmir øaivists have consistently hammered upon one point that the
first and the foremost condition of any øakti conceptualization is abheda, i.e.,
absolute non-dualism. That is, in a non-integral environ it would be logically
impossible to even think of øakti, and for that matter, of øaktimàn. It is the
absolutist's argument against difference, duality or otherness (vyatireka).
Somànanda asks: If øakti be deemed different from øaktimàn, who is it that
works in the state of difference?90 A thing can distinguish one object from an
other only when it has a proven separate existence, but in the case of øaktiøaktimàn, what is it that is sought to be differentiated and by whom91?
Moreover, if the two are believed to exist independently, the consequent
dependence on the 'other' will demolish the very doctrine of the autonomy,
sovereign majesty (ä÷ità, lit. Lordliness), of the Lord?92 Similarly in the
eventuality of the øaktimàn's separate existence the øakti appellation would
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turn out to be a linguistic anarchism,93 it could be anything else Ý property
(dharma), quality (guõa), attribute (vi÷eùaõa), but øakti. Even the analogy of
reflection here does not help. Because in reflection even though difference
(between the reflected image and its archetype) is non-existent yet it shows,
but in the case of øakti, even this socalled showing of difference too is not
there, since this would virtually amount to a contradiction in terms.94 So
øakti-øaktimàn phenomenon is clearly a case of the absolutic dialectics. This
is brought out by Utpala again in a highly imaginative construction, without
even making a direct reference to øakti and øaktimàn, while equating pratibhà
("intuitive awareness/intelligence/genius/re-imaging") with Mahe÷vara.95 In
the whole øaiva tradition Pratibhà is identified with øakti.96 Abhinavagupta
in the very beginning of the Tantràloka goes to the extent of treating it as
Bhairavayoginã.97 It is no coincidence that in the whole of Indian poetics øakti
has become synonymous with Pratibhà.98 Against this backdrop, in his
exegesis of Utpala99 Abhinavagupta brings out his master's intention
eloquently in no uncertain terms in the notion of Pratibhà, that is, the absolute
unity, identity, oneness of øiva and øakti: Pratibhà is Mahe÷vara.
Historical evolution
The idea of øakti has evolved over time within the system. However, this paper
can only briefly look into that aspect. Among the àgamas that are usually associated
with the Kashmir øaivism, the Màlinãvijayottara representing as it does our earliest
HksnfLFkrs% 'kfäer% 'kfäRoa ukifn';rsA µ IPK 4.1.5
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known sources, speaks of an inherent relationship between øakti and the creator of
the world, but it is difficult to say if it could be described as wholly monistic. It does
speak of the oneness of the Divine creative will, the emergent state of øakti, which in
course of self-differentiation undergoes øakti-differentiation, and from this point
onwards assumes the infinite variety of the subjects, objects and phonemes.100 The
two àgamas claiming their affiliation to still older Rudrayàmala Tantra, namely the
Vij¤ànabhairava

and

Parà-Trã÷ikà,

do

evince

absolutistic

attitude.

The

Vij¤ànabhairava,101 in very clear terms, moots the idea of øakti and øaktimàn and
their intrinsic unity shedding even a shade of duality whatsoever. It also enunciates
the notion of Parà øakti lending gnostic orientation to it thereby espousing the unity
of power and knowledge (÷akti and j¤àna) and discovery of øaktimàn through øakti.
It is the Vij¤anabhairava that actually renders øakti's triple gnostic instrumentality,
though generally ascribed to the Màlinãvijaya, in terms of unity, unity-duality and
duality, a phenomenon that has enormously impacted the later formulations of
øakti. The tone of the Paràtrã÷ikà, which is said to have inspired commentaries by a
sizable number of Pratyabhij¤à authors, is non-dualistic preaching the essential
unity of microcosm with the macrocosm as subsisting within the nature of øakti.
øiva, described as the transcendent Anuttara, is viewed as øaktimàn who potentially
contains the entire existence, both mobile and immobile, within as does a tiny seed
the enormous banyan tree within symbolized by øakti.102 The Netra-tantra
emphasized the blissful character of øakti that demarcated it from the blissless
øiva.103 A further rich source of àgamic valuation of øakti is provided by the Krama
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àgamas.104 In the Krama àgamas we come across two definite strands with the
alternating emphasis on øiva and øakti as being the primary reality, though in either
case the Krama approach boasts of monistic rigour holding different visualizations
of øakti (e.g., Anàkhyà, Sa§karùiõã, Jayà, Kubjikà, Kàlasa§karùiõã, Kàlã) all
devouring duality and shining in their pristine awareness. Coming from revealed to
the human literature the earliest formulations we come across with are from
Vasugupta (800-850AD) who accords a philosophical orientation to the mythological
images of øakti equating Umà and Kumàrã with øakti as well as the absolutic will.105
The whole creation, i.e. the world of øiva, is projected either as a proliferation of His
power or a mass or aggregate of His powers.106 On either reckoning the øaktitexturing is not diluted. To be endowed with øakti is the innate condition of being,
hence impure and pure, i.e. individual and cosmic, subjectivity is inlaid with øakti.
As such, øakti-visualization is deemed to be the source of realization of both, the
limited powers as well as the absolute sovereignty (vibhåti).107 Vasugupta finds this
point conducive for introducing the concept of cakre÷atva, "the mastering of the cycle
of powers," as constitutive of the absolute sovereignty, identical with the subjective
autonomy.108 This conceptualization reflected a landmark internalization of the
øaivist who saw his Self as an actor, his inner personality as the stage and his sensefaculties as the audience aesthetically appreciating the outside world as spontanetus
expression of his infinite internal autonomy pulsating with life.109 Vasugupta offered
a refreshingly poignant aesthetical paradigm in which an actor exercised absolute
control in drifting away from his original self to the enacted self and again going
back to his original self rendering the perceived world as personal enactment of a
self-scripted narrative in stark departure from one where the external world was the
shadow of an impotent contentless subjective reality through machinations of an
Such as the Kàlikàkrama, Kramasadbhàva and Jayadratha-yàmala. My understanding of these Krama
àgamas is based on the references made to them in the printed øaiva works and the valuable studies
by Braj Vallabha Dwivedi, Dyczkowski and Sanderson.
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inexplicable impersonal agency. øivànanada is another important author on the
contemporary scene hailed as Avatàrakanàtha in the tradition for founding the
Krama system whose views are of critical importance. Though the tradition is
divided over his exact affiliation110 as to whether he subscribed to the ultimacy of
øiva or that of øakti, he reckoned øakti as Kàlã and identified it with Divine
autonomy conceived in terms of extreme dynamism.111 The unitary flow of øakti
underwent self-differentiation due its functional modes, numbering twelve (thirteen,
according to the differing interpretation). These functional modes later came to be
known as kçtya in their causal aspect112 and kàlãs in their manifested aspect.113
øivànanda was responsible for radicalizing the way øakti was to be looked upon in
future in the system. Among the second generation philosophers came Kallaña (825875 AD),114 the author of the Spanda-kàrikà115 and a direct pupil of Vasugupta. Kallaña
gave a new orientation to the dynamic construction of reality, just like the Krama, in
terms of spanda, "vibration". He reiterated Vasugupta's postulation of øiva as the
Lord of the cycle of powers (cakre÷a), positing spanda (lit., slight movement) in terms
of unfoldment and enfoldment (unmeùa/nimeùa) of powers and abstracted reality in
those of pure kinesis. The absolutic power was perceived as a unity of knowledge
and action, being the characteristic attribute of the absolute.116 This was further
reformulated in terms of innate autonomy.117 Thus paving the way for perceiving the
absolute as omniscient and omnipotent, this doctrine could be said to have
anticipated and inspired the Pratyabhij¤à formulations of j¤àna and kriyà as prakà÷a
and vimar÷a integrated into the notion of svàtantrya. In the Spanda cosmology the
ultimate power was designated as primary or universal (sàmànya) vibration and the
whole of external world as the instance of secondary, particular or specific (vi÷eùa)
110
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vibration enlivened by the former.118 This catalyzed into transformation of the
aesthetic metaphor of the stage into that of a sport in which the realized self now
visualized the external world as an ongoing frolicking activity of his own
awareness.119 Moving forward Kallaña accorded a metaphysical orientation to the
popular perception of øakti as strength (bala) and enterprise (uddyoga) making it a
part of the øakti-vocabulary. This spiritual enterprise, duly buttressed by strength,
i.e. power, was conceived as leading to the clearer, more distinct visualization of
self.120 As a part of the øakti dialectics, on the inverse side, ignorance (aj¤àna) was
seen as being instrumental to the exhaustion caused by sapping of spiritual
energy.121 As against this, the firm grounding of the self on his own endows him
with absolute control and enjoyment rendering him thereby the Master of the Cycle
of Powers, a theme with which Kallaña begins and ends his kàrikàs.122
Kallaña's maternal cousin and pupil Pradyumna Bhañña, the author of the
Tattvagarbha Stotra, subscribed to the ultimacy of øakti, though remaining within the
monistic øaiva fold.123 In his leanings he appears to have sided with the Krama. He
seems to have two conceptions of øakti. In the first conception as the ultimate
principle, øakti comprehended øiva within, though øiva in His turn was an allinclusive principle Ý there was no such form of speech as was not present in øiva.
That is, øakti was viewed as the super-inclusive principle.124The entire cetegorial
world of thirtysix categories was an expansion of øakti hence, even the determinate
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manifestation had freedom as its nature.125 In the second conception, Pradyumna
Bhañña considers øakti category, the second stage of cosmic emanation, as "slight
swelling up"126 (ki¤ciducchanatà), a view that was aggressively contested by
Somànanda Ý who introduced the concept of aunmukhya

(lit., proneness) as a

cognate concept of kincidåchantà.
At this point enter Pratyabhij¤à philosophers, headed by Somànanda (875-925
AD) who showed unflinching faith in the supremacy of øiva and ardently stood by
non-difference between øakti and øaktimàn.127 For him, this was a universal
principle unexceptedly applicable to all instances. Thus øiva, the øaktimàn, was
conceived as one's own self, consisting of five powers namely awareness (cid), bliss
(ànanda), will (icchà), knowledge (J¤àna), and action (kriyà). The first two defining His
transcendence and the next three, in their intense subtlety, immance.128 He
concretizes into the worldly forms by his own power.129 Gnoli130 and Kaw131 both
draw our attention to the central element in Somànanda's thesis. According to him,
the will, the first state of consciousness, preceding every activity has two moments Ý
an initial moment of tension and the actual will. Corresponding to Pradyumna
Bhañña's "slight swelling up", Somànanda envisions in all our activities "an element
of 'drive', of 'urge', of an inner conation (sa§rambha, aunmukhya, udyoga, samudyama)
which, directed towards a given end, contains within itself the image of things to
come. This tension is the most intimate and central activity of consciousness."132This
tension (which might be traced to the root/to tend), also described as the "initial
moment" (prathamà tuñi), boasting an aesthetic lining (àmoda),133 is marked by the
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commingling

vibration

of

all

powers.134

Retaining

this

joyous

tinge

(prabhàvàmodabhàvitaþ) Somànanda modifies the aesthetic metaphor of the "play of
awareness" into the "play of the joyful sovereign".135 By pronouncing the ultimate
character of the world being in the nature of øiva (÷ivàtmaka), Somànanda in effect
means that there is nothing that is without the power of øiva. It is because of its øakti
character a thing is called existent (sat).136
Utpala (900-950 AD) is one of our most important theoreticians and is known
as the originator of the Pratyabhij¤à school. What is strange, Utpala in the
ä÷varapratyabhij¤à-kàrikà and Vçtti does not directly define øakti, skips øakti as a
category from the cosmological scheme (÷akti-tattva), and employs the word ÷akti
only as a predicative suffix to the substantive proper names (e.g., màyà-÷akti, pare÷a÷akti, kàla-÷akti etc.). Yet some of his formulations bring his attitude into sharp focus.
The first is a two-way formulation in terms of ÷aktyàviùkaraõa137("discovering through
power") and ÷aktiprakà÷ana138("manifesting through power") with reference to the
ascending and descending realizations respectively. In the former øakti is the
'extraordinary faculty' the recognition of which as a sign leads to the discovery of
the self as the Godhead obscured by delusion and in the latter, it is 'absolute
autonomy' recognition of which is responsible for bringing to light the inner
absolutic

character

of

the

practical

reality

of

conceptions

and

names

(j¤ànàbhidhànàtmà). That the power in this context is knowledge and action, or
subjectivity and agency to be precise, becomes evident when he defines the
Godhead as the self who has recognized himself as filled with infinite knowledge
and action.139 Thus the final equation that emerges is: Power is equal to autonomy is
equal to knowing and acting. The individual self and the Supreme Self both are
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vlk/kkj.kizHkkokfHkKku[;kiusu n`<fu'p;:ia izR;fHkKkuek=e~ mifn';rsA (on IPK 1.1.3)
138
'kfäizdk'ksus'kkfnO;ogkj% izoR;ZrsA µ IPK 2.3.17; 'kfäizdk'ksu 'kq)LokrU×;kfngsrqizn'kZusu µ Utpala's Vçtti on ibid.
139
bRFkekfo"d`r'kDR;fHkKkue~ vkRekue~ vuUrKkufØ;k'kfäfuHk`re~ bZ'oja izR;fHkKk; µ Vçtti on IPK 4.1.15
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øaktimàn and divine in their respective domain, the dividing line being nonrecognition and recognition of powers as belonging to them.140 Though the absolute
is transcendent and immanent, it is the latter aspect the Pratyabhij¤à is more
concerned with. Since awareness-principle constitutes the external reality, the world,
there is no scope for anything else. Hence all modes of cognition or action have to be
deduced as powers. Accordingly perception, memory, logical determination and
action are called j¤àna-, smaraõa-, apohana-, and kriyà-÷akti respectively.141 It is the
reason the soteriological realization of the self, conceptualized as samàve÷a
("immersion") in the system, which is gnostic in nature, is viewed as øaktisamàve÷a.142
Utpala's metaphysical classification of powers into ã÷vara÷akti "Lord's power"
and mahe÷varatà/mahe÷vara-÷akti "Supreme Lord's power" is semantically very
significant143 indicating the essentially divine character of reality in both of its
phasesÝ empirical and metempirical. øakti is viewed as the definition of nondualism: in case øaktimàn is reckoned as different, øakti would lose its very
signification.144 Giving a valuational orientation Utpala rationalizes ã÷vara÷akti as
lacking in self-repose (àtmavi÷rànti-virodha i.e., other-looking, extroverting) whereas
mahe÷varatà is the self's self-resting or self-repose (àtma-vi÷rànti).
After Utpala, his grand pupil Abhinavagupta (950-1020 AD) is by far the most
important author for anything connected with Kashmir øaivism. However, since
most of the insights and ideas in this paper are drawn from him, we propose to skip
his views for fear of repetition.
Among the post-Abhinava øaiva thinkers Kùemaràja (975-1025 AD) occupies
the

place

of

the

highest

eminence.

While

explaining

the

phrase

÷akticakravibhavaprabhavam ("source of the majesty of the cycle of powers") in his

µ Vçtti on IPK 4.1.12; bZ'k'kDR;So vifjKkr;k µ ibid., on IPK 4.1.9
fpÙkÙoeso fo'o:ie~ vrks·frfjäL; vuqiiÙks% --- vL;So Kkukfndk% 'kä;%A µ ibid. on IPK 1.3.7
142
vL; izekrqjsrn~cks/ke;rkekiéL; Kkua rPNfälekos'ky{k.ke~ mP;rsA µ ibid. on 3.2.12
143
{ks=KL;kfi bZ'oj'kDR;So fodYikjaHk bfr rn~n'kk;kefi ifjKkrs'ojHkkoL;--- egs'ojrSoA µ ibid. on 4.12
144
Cf. lk p bZ'oj'kfä% LokReek=foJkfUrfojks/kk; ek;kO;ins';kA µ ibid. on 4.9-10;
mäk p lSo foJkfUr% lokZis{kkfujks/kr%A
LokrU×;eFk dr`ZRoa eq[;eh'ojrkfi pAA µ APS 23.

140

141

Cf. ifjKkrs'ojHkkoL;
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commentary, Spandasandoha, on the first verse of the Spanda-kàrikà145 he develops a
complete hermeneutics of øakti within the overall framework of the Krama system
and his version of Kashmir øaivism called Akulatrika. It must be noted, however, that
here the powers stand for a pluralistic concept, øiva being their ultimate
undifferentiated prius. In all Kùema accords eleven interpretations. We may take a
look at them146 seariatim: (i) The manifest world of our experience represents His
powers. That is whatever shines is His power; (ii) Our senses are powers and their
natural disposition is to reach out to their respective objects; (iii) øakti represents the
deity presiding over the sense/s. In a formulation, peculiar to the Krama system,
these are sourced to the trans-sequential reality manifesting successive world of
fivefold acts (kramàrtha); (iv) øakti represents mantra and mudrà arising from and
being absorbed into øiva; (v) øakti, by implication, would stand for the mind of the
adept which is brought to rest within øiva's own nature; (vi) øakti means initiation,
grace and the visualization of the object of meditation; (vii) Powers here represent
deities Bràhmã etc. who signify and preside over the consonants from 'ka' to 'ma'
and the series of cause-deities headed by Brahmà who are unable to ascend to higher
level of non-dual absolutic reality or, on an alternative construction, are capable to
ascend to the increasingly higher realms by discarding the lower ones; (viii) øakti
means yoginã, both internal and external, representing one of the khecarã, gocarã,
dikcarã, bhåcarã and her consort (hero/es = vãra/s), dispenser of lower yogic
accomplishments; (ix) øakti stands for vàme÷varã, who presides over cycles, both
internal and external, named Khecarã, Gocarã, Dikcarã and Bhåcarã, technically called
pa¤cavàha in the Krama parlance;

(x) øakti represents feelings of attachment,

aversion, anger etc. governed by respective àgamaic deities and bodily elements
equally governed by them; (xi) øakti means the ray of pure consciousness capable of
entering into free and unitary light of consciousness. By ascribing so many senses to
145

;L;ksUes"kfues"kkH;ka txr% izy;ksn;kSA
ra 'kfäpØfoHkoizHkoa 'kadja Lrqe%AA µ Sp.K. 1
146
(i) izdk'kekua fo'oeL; 'kä;%] (ii) 'kfäpØL; bfUnz;oxZL;] (iii) 'kfäpØL; dj.ks'ojhpØL;] (iv) 'kfäpØa eU=x.kks
eqnzklewg'p] (v) 'kfäpØs.k nh{kkuqxzg/;s;lekiÙ;kfnuk] (vi) ¼O;k[;krsu p 'kfäpØfoHkosu----nhfIr%½ ;L; lk/kdfpÙkL;] (viia)
'kä;ks czkákfnnsO;ks czãkfndkj.kekyk p] (viib) rL;So 'kfäpØL; (viii) 'kfäpØa [kspjh&xkspjh&fnDpjh&Hkwp;kZfn% ckákUrjrkHksnfHkéks
ukuk;ksfxuhx.k%] rnqiyf{krks ohjozkr'p] (ix) Jhokes'o;kZf/kf"Brkfu [kspjh&xkspjh&fnDpjh&Hkwpjh&pØkf.k vkUrjkf.k ckákfu p]
(x) 'kfäpØL; vkxelEiznk;izfl)ukuknsorkijekFkZL; jkx}s"kfodYikfnizR;;xzkeL;] rFkk nsgkfJrÙkn~nsorkijekFkZukuk/kkRokfnx.kL;]
(xi) 'kfäpØL; LokrU=k};futegkizdk'kkuqizos'kdkfjLoejhfpfup;L;A µ Sp.S., pp. 15-23
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the word ÷akti Kùemaràja intends to propound that one's own nature is øiva in
accordance with the tenets of the most exalted (uttama) system called 'Akula Trika',
as distinct from Kula Trika or Anuttra Trika, which subscribed to the absolute reality
in both the phasesÝ transcendent and immanent.147
In the post-Kùemaràja phase the two authors who impress are Jayaratha and
Mahe÷varànanda, beside Bhàskarakaõtha to some extent. But their merit lies in
reconstructing, explaining and presenting the original data. Not much of new
ground is seen there hence they may be deferred to some future occasion.
To conclude. What makes Kashmir øaivism relevant today. In what way could it
address our contemporary concerns? Concerns are very much real, menacing and
traumatic: globalization, consumerism, clash of civilizations and terminally
challenged right to dignified life and cultural identity under the constant shadow of
extermination. The unequivocal answer world be: By an honest and willing
appropriation of the true import of the øakti doctrine in our life and way of thinking.
In the immediate context of Kashmir and Kashmiris it has all the more significant
and demonstratable bearing.
øakti is the name of the ethos of Kashmir øaivism. øakti is the notion of
integrity, unity, dignity and beauty. It does not call for dissolution of individuality,
rather inspires one to fill it with fullness, all-encompassing universality. It
constitutes a beacon call to look for perfection as a value in the imperfect and go on
raising its level to that of the fullest awakening. Then, øakti is not simply an idea, or
an ideal for that matter, but an imperative, a requisite for the life of fulfillment, for
the life of dignity, for realizing one's infinite and highest potential without fear and
doubt, be it an individual, a community, or a nation. In the Spanda-pradipikà, Bhañña
Utpala defines øakti as virility, whose possessor dies not, decays not, falls not from
his infinitely empowered innate existence:
vãrya§ sadàlupta÷aktiþ nà÷àbhàvàcca tadvataþ /
àtmasattvàparibhra§÷alakùaõàdvairyamàsta /
ananta÷aktiþ sà sàmarthyàt sarvataþ sadà //. Ý (Sp. P., p. 104)
147

,oeusu 'yksdHkkxsu--- fo'oksÙkh.kksZ fo'oe;'p mÙkekdqyf=dk|kEuk;ksifn'kk LoLoHkko ,o 'kadj% bfr miikfnre~A µ Sp.S., p. 24.
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This state of entrenchment within one's own leads to infinite empowerment in
perpetuity

resounding

Vedic

declaration

Ý

nàyamàtmà

balahãnena

labhyaþ.

(Muõ.U.3.2.4) Recognition of one's identity, one's potential as a never ending
pursuit generates strength, confidence in one's capacity to achieve, courage to face
challenge and actualize his higher mission. It would be quite in order to go back to
Prasad, the great Hindi poet of Kashmir øaivism already alluded to at the outset,
who in the following stanzas, implores us, the humans, to shed our growing
weakness and indulge head on into the sportive activity of power urging human
beings who are essentially power-electrons but are helplessly on the costant run
owing to their fragmented existence to surge forward so as to integrate and make
the humanity a winner:

fo'o dh nqcZyrk cy cus] ijkt; dk c<+rk O;kikjA
galkrk jgs mls lfoykl] 'kfä dk ØhMke; lapkjAA
'kfä ds fo|qRd.k] tks O;Lr fody fc[kjs gSa gks fu#ik;A
leUo; mldk djs leLr] fotf;uh ekuork gks tk;AA µ ¼Kàmàyanã, øraddhà Canto½
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